

   Fifth Circuit 9½" page length brief format.
 
	Well, Dry never offered to take me to the Space Needle.  Admitadly, it was a run against 
Aztechnology that was the main course, but those grifters needed swatting.  And the heat earned us 
this vacation . . .

	Ok, lets begin at the start.  We got word that Mr. Johnson needed us bad.  Cash in advance 
for a run against our favorite target.  Spirits Dancing, a tribal shaman we owed a favor, told us to 
take the run before we'd even heard it was coming, so we were on line.

	Dew isn't telling you that she lost all of that dinner the moment we were into the run.  We 
had to go at a seam in the Aztechnology security that took some custom catalysts and a long trip 
through the sewers.  If I wanted to make money in the sewers, you'd find me going ghoul hunting for 
the bounty.

	It was worse when we broke inside.

	Worse isn't the word.  Ever seen a toxic sight just before it spawned a toxic spirit?  Spirits 
Dancing had sent us into one of those.  The worst bio-hazard spill I've ever dreamed of was waiting 
for us.  Drek and Storm!  The Astral was alive with elementals, the mundane was dancing with bugs 
and the smell was worse than the sewers.  At least it was an easy, clean in and out.

	"Clean" isn't the right word.

	Well, it didn't get dirty until we were long out.  We make it to the extraction point and it is 
swarming with life.  Enough that I backed off and recast my detect life spell.  The dockside was 
glowing with personal emnity and lots of life.  Our contact was missing (ok, dead) and the 
Aztechnology spotter was hot on our heels when the roof fell in and we broke for cover.

	Come clean, we ended up back in the sewers.

	Hey, it was the only place the life didn't overlay with hostile and intends harm -- good thing 
I kept you from icing those poor kids -- they just showed up scared.  And these sewers weren't as 
bad.

	Anyway, it was back in the sewers.  I'd have expected dwarves, living below ground and all, 
but the place was filled with Orks (and a few humans).

	Mentioning Dwarves, the guy we rescued from Aztechnology had been grabbed by the 
Humanisclub types.  Turns out they had expected to negotiate with us for his return when we showed 
up at the extraction point.  With all the fire falling out of the sky we were lucky the Orks grabbed 
a couple guys who knew something.

	Anyway, here we are, dodging the Aztechnology Rescue & Retaliation Team, clipped into 
Humanis schemes and dropped in the middle of an Ork colony when they make us an offer.  We're 
shadowrunners, they need an extraction, heh, what could be simpler?  If we would like to make a 
little money while Lone Star decides when is the politically correct time to interrupt the war upstairs 
. . .
	What she means is that they gave us another excuse to take a second shot at Aztechnology 
while the R&R team was pinned down and they knew the location of the security systems junction 
. . . no alarms, no response.  Aztechnology is full of "efficiency experts."  

	You're forgetting the advantages of magic makeovers and some time in a storeroom.  What 
else were those corps supposed to think with us showing up clean, professional and right after things 
went bad?  You remember recovering that exec Renraku took hostage the very same way -- don't get 
too smug.

	Anyway, the Orks dropped us into a nest of Humanis Policlub goons -- what a safe house.

	Getting near that crew just about tore your ear off the way that Aspen leaf started vibrating 
... I digress.

	While Dew was sitting in the sewer, wondering if we really had to spring the trap again, the 
Aztechnology decker squad (the so-called D Team) showed up.  What a firefight, both of them 
scrambling to determine who would bushwack us.  We drew a line on the necessary Humanis 
cut-outs (the guys who could identify us) and who Aztechnology didn't get before they went down, 
we did.

	That left only Mr. Johnson, Jr. who we opened up with a can opener . . .

	Actually we mind probed him and turned him over to his boss, with a full chip set of the 
details, when the "real" Mr. Johnson finally showed up (anyone with the cash is the real Mr. Johnson 
when you're on a run.  This one just happened to be the one who sprung for dinner when it all 
started).

	We took the nuyen and went really deep to wait out the heat.

	We went to Grant's Pass on the I-5 corridor, which seemed like it should have been safe.  
Guess if we had never dropped down to the Medford Panzer stop to do a little shopping it would 
have been ok.

	But that's another run.  Blame it on Rust's infatuation with rockers.

